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Atmospheric mining in the outer solar system has been investigated as a means of fuel production for high 

energy propulsion and power.  Fusion fuels such as Helium 3 (3He) and deuterium can be wrested from the atmospheres 

of Uranus and Neptune and either returned to Earth or used in-situ for energy production.   Helium 3 and deuterium 

were the primary gases of interest with hydrogen being the primary propellant for nuclear thermal solid core and gas 

core rocket-based atmospheric flight.  A series of analyses were undertaken to investigate resource capturing aspects of 

atmospheric mining in the outer solar system.  This included the gas capturing rate, storage options, and different 

methods of direct use of the captured gases.  While capturing 3He, large amounts of hydrogen and 4He are produced.  

The propulsion and transportation requirements for all of the major moons of Uranus and Neptune are presented.  

Analyses of orbital transfer vehicles (OTVs), landers, factories, and the issues with in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) low 

gravity processing factories are included.  Preliminary observations are presented on near-optimal selections of moon 

base orbital locations, OTV power levels, and OTV and lander rendezvous points.  Several artificial gravity in-space base 

designs and orbital sites at Uranus and Neptune and the OTV requirements to support them are also addressed. 

 

Nomenclature 

 

3He   Helium 3 

4He   Helium (or Helium 4) 

AMOSS  Atmospheric mining in the outer solar system 

ASC  Aerospacecraft for atmospheric mining 

CC  Closed cycle 

delta-V   Change in velocity (km/s) 

GCR  Gas core rocket 

H2   Hydrogen 

He   Helium 4 

ISRU   In Situ Resource Utilization 

Isp   Specific Impulse (s) 

ITV   Interplanetary transfer vehicle  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

* Leader of Advanced Fuels, AIAA Associate Fellow 



K   Kelvin 

kWe   Kilowatts of electric power 

LEO   Low Earth Orbit 

MT   Metric tons 

MWe   Megawatt electric (power level) 

NEP   Nuclear Electric Propulsion 

NPP  Nuclear Pulse Propulsion 

NTP   Nuclear Thermal Propulsion 

NTR   Nuclear Thermal Rocket 

OC  Open cycle 

OTV  Orbital Transfer Vehicle 

O2   Oxygen 

PPack  Physics Package for nuclear pulse propulsion 

PPB   Parts per billion 

 

I. Atmospheric mining in the outer solar system 

Atmospheric mining of the outer solar system is one of the options for creating nuclear fuels, such as 3He, 

for future fusion powered exploration vehicles or powering reactors for Earth’s planetary energy.    Uranus’ and 

Neptune’s atmospheres would be the primary mining sites, and robotic vehicles would wrest these gases from the 

hydrogen-helium gases of those planets.   While preliminary estimates of the masses of the mining vehicles have 

been created (Refs. 1-4), additional supporting vehicles may enhance the mining scenarios.   Storing the mined gases 

at automated bases on outer planet moons was conceived to ease the storage requirements on interplanetary transfer 

vehicles (that would return the cryogenic gases to Earth).   

II. Resource capturing studies 

Studies of the gas capture rate and its influence on mining time in the atmosphere were conducted.  

Aerospacecraft cruisers have been identified as a “best” solution for atmospheric mining (Ref. 1-12).  To power 

these vehicles, atmospheric hydrogen gas would be liquefied and used a rocket propellant for the ascent to orbit.  A 

gas core rocket is a likely candidate.  Gaseous or liquid hydrogen would be used to power the engines during 

atmospheric mining operations.   Helium 3 (3He) would be separated from the atmospheric hydrogen and helium 

(4He) captured, liquefied and stored as a payload that would be returned to orbit.  A 500-kg payload of 3He is 

captured during the mining time.  Table I provides the amount of 3He in the outer planet atmospheres.   

 

 

Table I. Fraction of helium 3 in outer planet atmospheres 

 

 



 

III. Vehicle, Mission, and Propulsion Studies 

A. Moon Base Transportation and Mission Planning 

 In order to illustrate the use and storage of helium 3 and deuterium, a series of analyses were conducted 

regarding transportation options.  Several steps are needed to store the nuclear fuels.  The ASC must mine the gases 

from the planet’s atmosphere.  After mining, the ASC ascends to low orbit, and then rendezvous with an orbiting 

tanker or orbital transfer vehicle.  The OTV and ASC rendezvous at an altitude compatible with both vehicles.  After 

the rendezvous, the OTV accepts the mined cryogenic gases from the ASC, and, the OTV begins a low thrust spiral 

trajectory to the storage point.  In these analyses, an outer planet moon was selected as the storage point.    At the 

moon, the OTV and lander will rendezvous in high orbit about the outer planet moon.  The OTV will deliver the 

mined gases to a lander.   The lander will refuel the OTV from hydrogen mined on the moon. The OTV will return 

to the rendezvous altitude to await the next ASC delivery.  The lander will return to the moon with the mined gases.  

On the moon, the lander propulsion system will be refueled with oxygen and hydrogen from the water ice from the 

moon.  Hydrogen for the OTV refueling will also be loaded aboard the lander.  The ASC-OTV-Lander ISRU cycle 

continues until the needed helium 3 and deuterium are stored on the moon.   References 13 to 33 provide many 

options for nuclear power and nuclear propulsion to support this mining.   

 

B. Mission analyses for moon basing 

 In the planned mining operations, there are several transportation elements.  The ASC captures the 

atmosphere in-situ and extracts the helium 3.  The ASC then ascends to an 800 km orbit to rendezvous with an 

orbital transfer vehicle (OTV).  The OTV uses low thrust nuclear electric propulsion (NEP).  An 800 km orbit was 

selected as it is a high enough altitude to prevent the atmospheric drag from affecting the NEP OTV (Refs. 1-12).   

The OTV then transports the helium 3 payload(s) to an orbit about a small moon of the planet.  The moon 

is selected to have a low gravity level, so that entering and exiting the moons orbit requires a low delta-V.  The 

moon should be an ice and rock body that can be mined for water.  Water is mined on the moon to create oxygen 

and hydrogen to fuel high thrust chemical propulsion systems.  A chemical propulsion lander then ascends from the 

moon to transfer the helium 3 to the moon’s surface.  The lander also delivers liquid hydrogen to refuel the OTV.  

After picking up the helium 3 payload, the lander returns to the moon’s surface. After soft landing the payload on 

the moon, a storage facility will hold the helium 3 until needed.  Possible storage times can be many years or 

decades, as the applications of the helium 3 are nuclear fusion fuels for interplanetary and interstellar missions, etc.  

The time to mine the needed fuels can literally be decades.    

 

C. Where do you store fuels?  

Storing fuels in low orbit above the planet is generally not desirable.  The storage facility may be subject to 

large variations in the planet’s atmosphere, and may also unintentionally reenter the planet’s atmosphere.  The 800 

km altitude is above the altitude where the nominal atmospheric drag would seriously affect the NEP OTV’s orbit.  

The ASC total delta-V capability is 20.1 km/s.   The ASC delta-V includes the launch from the mining altitude at 

subsonic speed to a low altitude orbital velocity and then the additional ascent to the 800 km orbital altitude.   

Storing the fuels in a place with some sensible gravity is an attractive option.  Many processes for mining, 

extracting, purifying, and larger scale production would benefit from a moon with gravity.  Therefore an outer planet 

moon was sought as a base for facility operations and fuel storage.   



 

D. Moon selection 

The moon selection for the storage of the cryogenic mined gases was based on several factors.  The moon 

should be a water ice and rock body.  The water ice will be needed to produce the propellants for the low-thrust 

OTV and the lander.  The moon should be in an orbit away from the potential debris of the planet’s ring plane.  

Being away from the rings minimizes the hazards that the OTV will have to traverse and avoid.  The moon should 

have a high enough gravity level to ease or simplify the propellant production operations.    The moon’s gravity 

should be low enough to allow easy transportation onto and off of the surface with a relatively small delta-V.  It is 

also an attractive option to select a moon far from rings, and away from the planet’s radiation environment. Also, 

one should select small moon with minimal gravity, but enough gravity for mining operations.  A cryogenic 

environment is excellent for long term helium 3 storage (below a temperature of 4 K).   

At Uranus, the moons named Miranda and Titania was selected as an example for these AMOSS OTV and 

lander operations.  The two moons have the largest and the smallest class of delta-V missions for round trips from 

those moons’ surfaces.  Tables II and III provide the delta-V needed for these round trips for the moons of Uranus 

and Neptune, respectively.  The delta-V values were computed with standard orbital mechanics equations.  At 

Miranda, the round trip escape delta-V was 0.5 km/s for the lander mission.  The delta-V included the escape 

velocity from the moon, for each leg of the round trip, and a 20% additional delta-V for gravity losses.  Titania has a 

spectral signature that strongly implies that it is an ice and rock body (Ref. 28 and 29).   The moon’s escape velocity 

is approximately 0.95 km/s (including gravity losses, uncertainties, etc.).  The round trip delta-V was therefore 1.9 

km/s.    

Tables IV and V list the round trip delta-V values for travel from Uranus to its moons and from Neptune to 

its moons, respectively.  The delta-V values were computed with standard orbital mechanics equations.  For Titania, 

the low-thrust round trip orbital delta-V would be 22.4 km/s, which includes the required plane change of 0.14 

degrees.  The lander that would rendezvous with an OTV would deliver 1.9 km/s (for the round trip flight).  Thus, 

the rendezvous could occur near the escape conditions for the moon or at the lower orbital altitude.  The OTV is 

sized to deliver 22.4 km/s (equal to a round trip flight to Titania from low Uranus orbit).   For Neptune, the moons 

Thalassa and Triton were investigated.  Thalassa required a round trip OTV delta-V of 9.4 km/s.   The round trip 

lander delta-V was 80 m/s.  For Triton, the round trip OTV mission required a delta-V of 26.2 km/s, and the round 

trip lander delta-V was 3.5 km/s. 

 

Table II. Uranus Moon Lander delta-V Values 

 

 

 



 

Table III. Neptune Moon Lander delta-V Values 

 

 

Table IV. Uranus to Moon Orbital Transfer delta-V Values 

 

 

Table V. Neptune to Moon Orbital Transfer delta-V Values 

 

 

E. Factory design issues  

 One or more factories will be needed in the transportation system.  With AMOSS, there is a gas separation 

and liquefaction system or factory on the ASC.  Also needed will be one or two factories on the moon for payload 

storage.  One factory will create oxygen and hydrogen for moon lander propellants.  Another may be needed to 



process the helium 3 (and other fusion fuels such as deuterium).  The factory sizing was estimated by breaking down 

the factory into the planned components.  

The gravity levels of the moons will be one of the critical issues.   Many of the outer planet moons have 

gravity levels far below 0.1 G (at Earth), leading to the strong suggestion for the need for an artificial gravity 

platform for processing.  Processing in orbit about the moon may make the best sense for the nuclear fuels 

processing.   The factory mass for nuclear fuel elements (physics packages, PPack) or nuclear fusion pellets was also 

estimated.  There are large uncertainties in the number of required processes, and complexities associated with low 

gravity processing of nuclear materials.   Water from the moon surface would be separated on the surface, perhaps 

with centrifuges to separate the rock elements and the water ices.    

The most important processes may indeed be the basing and emplacement of the propellant and PPack 

factories.  The safe and reliable operation of the factory for decades will be necessary.  Also, purification of the 

water and other gases will be critical.  Typically, water is full of salts, as with the Earth’s oceans.  The same is true 

for any interplanetary moons’ water supplies (Ref. 34 and 35).  Using the propellants in chemical or electric 

propulsion systems and in the operations of the factories will necessitate their purification.  : 

Uranus’ moons have a higher gravity level than many of the moons of Neptune.   At Neptune, Proteus and 

Triton are the only moons with a comparable or higher gravity level.  A gravity level of 10^-3 Gs is comparable to 

the transient disturbance accelerations on the ISS, and this acceleration level is likely for any other space station 

(thruster firing, etc., Ref. 36).   It is therefore likely that an orbiting station may be a good and/or bad location for a 

propellant ISRU processing center.   It may be bad in that the orbiting platform will have transients that will disturb 

any microgravity process.   

 

Figure 1. G on the Moons of Uranus and Neptune (based on Earth gravity) Levels 

 



For an in-space base, materials would have to be lifted into orbit to conduct the propellant processing.  

Alternatively, the propellant processing of water ice could be conducted on a moon’s surface, thereby not wasting 

propellant resources by sending raw materials into orbit.  Using an orbiting facility for the PPack factory may be 

more attractive.  Landing the nuclear materials on the moon and then launching the finished product into space may 

be wasteful of precious propellant resources.   

Artificial gravity space base assessments and ISRU analyses are needed to determine the appropriate level 

for gravity for the needed processes.  While separation of rock and water ice is likely best done in a Moon’s gravity 

field, conducting nuclear processing and PPack production may or may not require 10-3 G gravity levels.   It may be 

argued that the low 10^-3 G levels may make many processes difficult, and thus centrifuges (or other simulated 

gravity device) may be needed in orbit or on the moons to separate the rock and water ice on a moon’s surface.   In 

orbit, the PPack processes may require centrifuges, but on a smaller scale.   

 

F. OTV Propulsion assumptions and sizing 

An OTV propulsion and power model was developed using historical data (Refs. 8 and 30 to 32).  The Isp 

and efficiency of the electric propulsion systems were 5,000 seconds with thruster efficiencies of 50% for each 

design.   These design points are typical of advanced designs of either magneto-plasma-dynamic (MPD) or pulse 

inductive thrusters (PIT).   While hydrogen is suggested for both thrusters, the possibilities of the higher Isp option 

using inert gases (xenon, krypton, etc.) is also viable.  While hydrogen is more plentiful on the icy moons, inert 

gases have been detected on the Earth’s Moon; it is suggested that these gases may also be available at the outer 

planet moons.   

 As the delta-V is so large for the transportation system, chemical propulsion is impractical.  The OTV 

sizing was conducted for a wide range of power levels: 0.5 MWe to 30 MWe.  Three nuclear reactor specific masses 

were used: 10, 20, and 40 kg/kWe.  The thruster technology delivers an Isp of either 5,000 at an engine efficiency of 

50 percent.   These technology levels represent MPD thruster capabilities with hydrogen as the propellant.  The 

OTV propulsion dry mass, apart from and in addition to the reactor mass, was 101 MT and the propellant tankage 

mass was 5% of the mass of the required propellant.   

The dry mass scaling equation used was (Ref. 1): 

Mdry,stage (kg) =  reactor specific mass (kg/kW) •  P (kWe) + 0.05 • Mp (kg) + fixed mass (kg) 

 

The low thrust OTV delta-V values are presented in Table IV (for Uranus) and Table V (for Neptune) for 

the round trip missions.  This delta-V value can accommodate round trip flights from a moon to Uranus or from a 

moon to Neptune, respectively.   

 

G. OTV results:  

The initial masses of the OTVs were estimated and the results are provided in Appendix A-1.  The 5,000 

second Isp cases were would likely be selected if the goal were the fastest trip time (Ref. 1).   For the Miranda 

mission, with the 10 MWe power level, a 101 MT dry mass, and the lightest OTV reactor (10 kg/kWe), the trip time 

is 228 days.  The longest trip time (with the heaviest reactor, 40 kg/kWe) for the 101 MT dry mass and 10 MWe 

case is 569 days.  At Titania, with the 101 MT dry mass, at a 10 MWe power level with the lightest reactor, the 

shortest trip time is 334 days and with the heaviest reactor, the longest time is 832 days.  At Thalassa, with the 101 



MT dry mass, at 10 MWe, the shortest trip time is 120 days (lightest reactor, 10 kg/kWe) and the longest trip time is 

298 days (with the heaviest, 40 kg/kWe reactor). 

The power level of 10 MWe appears to be the most acceptable, with a 20 and 30 MWe power level being 

too high, with no significant trip time benefits over 10 MWe.   The 0.5MWe cases have very long trip times, and 

were not attractive for most cases.   Additional detailed results regarding OTV initial mass, propellant mass, and the 

(round trip) trip time required for OTV refueling are presented in Appendix A-1.  

 

H. Lander propulsion assumptions and sizing 

 The lander’s mission is to deliver hydrogen to the OTV and return to the moon with the helium 3 or 

deuterium payload(s).   The round trip delta-V values are provided in Tables II and III, for Uranus and Neptune, 

respectively   This 1.9 km/s delta-V value represents the energy to reach escape conditions from the moon Titania 

and return to the moon.  Thus, the lander has the capability to reach escape conditions to rendezvous with the OTV. 

The lander was designed with an oxygen hydrogen main propulsion system.  The lander Isp was varied from 400 to 

480 seconds.  The dry mass scaling equation was (Ref. 1): 

Mdry,stage (kg) = Mdry,coefficient • Mp (kg) 

 

where: 

Mdry,stage  = the stage dry mass, including residual propellant (kg)    

Mdry,coefficient = the B mass coefficient (kg of tank mass / kg of usable propellant mass) 

Mp = Propellant mass (kg) 

 

where B = 0.4 Mp.   

 

The value of the B parameter would be typical of landers with smaller propellant loads.  The payload 

masses for the analyses were 50, 100, and 200 MT.  The tankage to contain the payload of fuel is 10 percent of that 

payload mass.  The landers are sized to carry the full payload of fuel on a round trip flight.  This is the worst case for 

abort scenarios, where the lander may miss an OTV refueling rendezvous and have to return its full payload to the 

moon.        

 

I. Lander results 

The lander initial mass, propellant mass, and number of flights are shown in the Appendix A-2 and in 

Appendix A-1, the number of flights required is presented.  In some cases, the lander propellant masses are actually 

quite modest.   The following results are for the Miranda lander, with a B coefficient of 0.4.  For the 50 MT 

payloads with a 400-s Isp, the propellant masses are 7.9 MT and with 200 MT of payload, the propellant mass is 32 

MT.  With a 480-s Isp, the propellant masses are 6.5 MT and 26 MT, respectively.   



For Titania, with a B coefficient of 0.4, and a 50 MT payload and an Isp of 400 s, the propellant mass is 

45.6 MT; for the 200 MT payload, the propellant mass is 182.5 MT.   With a B coefficient of 0.4, and a 50 MT 

payload and an Isp of 480 s, the propellant mass is 34.1 MT; for the same coefficient and Isp, with the 200 MT 

payload, the propellant mass is 136.5 MT.   Many additional results regarding lander mass, propellant mass, and 

number of flights required for OTV refueling are presented in Appendix A-2 and A-1.   

Certainly, the 200 MT payload lander flights require the fewest flights.  Transferring all of the OTV 

propellant in one refueling will seemingly be more effective than awaiting 2 or 4 times the number of lander 

refueling flights.  Power aboard the OTV can help maintain the cryogenic liquids at their appropriate temperatures 

and pressures during the propellant transfers.      

 

J. In-space (space base) factory masses 

 Due to the extremely low gravity on the outer planet moons, in-space processing with artificial gravity was 

assessed.  Several historical space base designed were reviewed and their configurations were modified to 

accommodate large scale propellant processing (Refs. 37 and 38).  The space bases would be placed in orbit about 

the outer planet moon.  Deliveries of raw materials would be made from the outer planet moon’s surface.  

The space base masses that contain the factories can be in several different configurations.  The range of 

masses, from the minimal robotic option to the highest masses for human tended bases, are shown in Figure 2.  

Appendix C provides the mass summaries for each option.  For the outer planets, the smaller robotic options may be 

the most attractive.  With smaller robotic bases, the overall transportation costs will be reduced.  The power levels of 

the robotic space bases were between 1 and 5 MWe.  The mass of 50 MT was allocated to the power system, and the 

resultant power level is based on the technology levels of 10, 20, and 40 kg/kWe.  If the technology level is 

40kw/kWe, the total power level available is 1.25 MWe.   If the available technology level is 10 kg/kWe, the power 

level would be 5 MWe.   

 

Figure 2. Space base mass estimates (based on extrapolations of data in Ref. 37 and 38) 



IV. Preliminary Optimization(s) and Observations 

 Establishing an optimum transportation system will be influenced by many factors: the OTV mass and 

power level, the payload mass of the lander and the selection of the moon for the mining factories.   Several optima 

will be created based on the size and mass of the moon selected.  The moon’s mass will strongly influence the 

propellant mass needed for the refueling of its oxygen/hydrogen propulsion system and the time needed for creating 

the fuel for the OTV.  

 Four examples of the estimated transportation system masses are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for Uranus 

and Figures 5 and 6 for Neptune.  The OTV and lander masses for all of the major moons of each planet were 

assessed.  As noted, these moons represent the moons with the smallest and largest delta-V values required for moon 

landing operations at each planet.  Figures 3 and 4 represent the cases with the NEP OTV operating with an Isp of 

5,000 s and a reactor alpha of 10 and 40 kg/kW, respectively.   Figure 3 shows the transportation system mass for a 

lighter reactor, with an alpha of 10 kg/kW.  For all cases, a lander Isp value of 460 s was selected for the 

comparison.   Many other such comparisons can be created from the large set of data presented in Appendices A-1 

and A2.  .      

 In comparing the Uranus cases in Figures 3 and 4, the strong influence of the NEP OTV reactor mass is 

clear.  By using the lighter reactor, the overall transportation mass will be reduced.  A 40 kg/kW OTV for Miranda 

has a mass of 716 MT and by using a 10 kg/kW reactor, this OTV mass can be reduced to 287 MT.  Similar trends 

are noted in the Neptune cases in Figures 5 and 6.   Generally, the smaller moon closer to the planet are more mass 

efficient, requiring smaller OTV and smaller landers.  

With the OTVs, the 10 MWe power level appears to be the most acceptable.  The initial mass of the OTV 

with power levels of 20 and 30 MWe is too high in comparison with the 10 MW cases, with no significant trip time 

benefits over the OTV at the 10 MWe power level.  For the 101 MT dry mass case for Miranda, at 10 kg/kWe, and 

at 5,000 seconds of Isp value, the trip time for the 30 MW level is 152 days versus 228 days at the 10 MW level. 

With the 40 kg/kWe case (with the same Isp and dry mass), the trip time at 30 MWe is 493 days versus 569 days for 

the 10 MWe case.  The OTV trip times are a significant issue.  Many flight times are 100’s of days.  Initially, a 

single 1 MT payload of helium 3 or deuterium would fly on each OTV flight.  Multiple helium 3 or deuterium 

payloads will have to be manifested on the OTVs.     

While the OTV and the lander can rendezvous at the moon’s escape conditions, it may be more stable to 

conduct the propellant and payload transfers at a high moon orbit, but not at or beyond the moon’s escape 

conditions.   The OTV trip time to enter and establish a suitably stable orbit for the propellant transfer from the 

lander will increase, but that increase is likely a small number of days.  

Lander payloads of 200 MT provide the minimal number of lander flights.  Small lander payloads may be 

acceptable, but the processing on the moon of the propellant, the propellant loading, and the cryogenic hydrogen 

loading may favor the largest payload capacity lander. With the 200 MT hydrogen payload, the number of lander 

flights needed to refuel the 101 MT dry mass (5,000 seconds Isp) OTV for Miranda is 1 flights for the 10 kg/kWe 

case and 2 flights for the 40 kg/kWe case.   For the 50 MT lander flights, the numbers of flights were 2 for the 10 

kg/kW case and 5 for the 40 kg/kW case.  Landers might be further optimized by increasing their payload capacity, 

which would further reduce the number of flights.   

Fuel processing, and robotic storage and transportation of helium 3 and deuterium will likely be a major 

challenge.  Physics Package (PPack) factory will have large uncertainties in its mass estimate.  If the mass from 

Earth becomes too high (making the ISRU case potentially untenable or unsustainable), it is likely that the factory 

itself can be created from in-situ resources.   Ice and rock from moon mining and water extraction and purification 

will be required.  Selecting a small moon with minimal gravity may be another challenge, and experiments will be 



needed to prove which gravity level is sufficient for mining operations (i.e., is 0.01 G too low a gravity level for this 

processing?).   

 

Figure 3. Uranus - Transportation System Mass – NEP alpha = 10 kg/kW, Isp = 5,000 s, Lander Isp = 460 s  

(one lander included in each case). 

 

 

Figure 4. Uranus - Transportation System Mass – NEP alpha = 40 kg/kW, Isp = 5,000 s, Lander Isp = 460 s  

(one lander included in each case).  



 

Figure 5. Neptune - Transportation System Mass – NEP alpha = 10 kg/kW, Isp = 5,000 s, Lander Isp = 460 s  

(one lander included in each case). 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Neptune - Transportation System Mass – NEP alpha = 40 kg/kW, Isp = 5,000 s, Lander Isp = 460 s  

(one lander required in all other cases). 

  



 To see the influence of replacement scheduling, an overall architecture assessment was conducted.  Based 

on the vehicle mass data from Refs. 1 to 12, a set of nominal masses were selected that are representative of the 

major architecture components.   Those components are shown in Figure 7.  In Figure 8, the total mass of the 

architecture over a 28 year period is shown.  There are two major summations: I for initial deployment and R for 

replacement components.  This mass summation is representative of the masses needed if the elements must be 

replaced every 7 years.  The masses shown in the figures do not include the interplanetary transfer vehicles (ITV) 

needed for the flight to Uranus or Neptune.  Over 11,000 (replacement masses) to 14,000 MT (initial masses) of 

vehicles would be needed over the 28 year period.   The 7 year period for replacement was selected based on the 

lifetime of reactors noted for the SP-100 space nuclear reactor systems (Ref. 39).   

 

 In Figures 9 and 10, the total number of OTV flights that are possible for a 7 and 10 year OTV operating 

life are depicted.  It is clear that the smaller moons near the planet, requiring shorter flight times will be able to 

accomplish more round trip flights in the 7 to 10 year reactor lifetimes.   In Figure 9, the Miranda OTV is able to 

conduct 11 round trip in the 7 year lifetime.  For Titania, only 7 round trips are possible in the 7 year reactor 

lifetime.  Similarly, in Figure 10, the Thalassa OTV can complete 21 round trips while the Triton OTV can only 

complete 6 round trip flights in the 7-year reactor lifetime.   

 

 

Figure 7. AMOSS on-orbit mass requirements for individual elements, nominal case.  



 

Figure 8. AMOSS on-orbit mass requirements for 28 years of operations, nominal case.  

 

Figure 9.  At Uranus - Number of round trip OTV flights for Miranda and Titania.  



 

Figure 10.  At Neptune - Number of round trip OTV flights for Thalassa and Triton 

 

V. Concluding Remarks 

Atmospheric mining in the outer solar system has many significant benefits.  The use of ISRU in the outer 

solar system will entail wresting nuclear fuels from Uranus and or Neptune.  Using outer planet moon bases for 

mining the propellants for OTVs and landers is an important option.  Storing the AMOSS nuclear fuels away from 

the atmosphere will minimize the potential for unanticipated deorbiting of the orbiting storage facility.   Using the 

moons for storage of the nuclear fuels and base of operations for OTV refueling is an excellent option.  Though the 

gravity of these moons are much lower than that of Earth, that gravity will assist in any processes for mining and 

fuel processing.   The 10 MWe power levels for the OTV seems best for providing a relatively short moon-to-planet  

trip time.   The OTVs and landers will rendezvous near the escape condition of the small moon, shortening the trip 

time for the OTV (eliminating the need to spiral into low moon orbit).  Larger landers (of 200 MT payloads) are 

more attractive than small landers, as the large landers require fewer flights to resupply the OTVs with fuel.   The 

OTV trip times may be too long for effective use of the more distant outer planet moons.  Moons that are closer to 

the planet may be required.  Generally, the smaller moon closer to the planet are more mass efficient, requiring 

smaller OTV and smaller landers. 

Both Uranus and Neptune transportation system mass estimates are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for 

Uranus, and Figures 5 and 6 for Neptune.  In each figure, the major moons are noted and the OTV and lander masses 

are shown.  Of the 5 major moons of Uranus, the moons closest to the planet required the lowest transportation 

system mass.    For Uranus, Miranda has the lowest transportation system mass.  The lander mass has a strong 

influence on the overall mass.   The result is similar for the 8 major moons of Neptune.  The transportation system 

for Thalassa has the lowest overall mass of the 8 Neptune moon destinations.   Thalassa is the moon with the lowest 

gravity, allowing the lander to be much smaller than any of the 4 cases. Therefore, increasing the lander Isp or using 



a moon with reduced gravity has a powerful effect on the overall mass.   Reducing the NEP OTV reactor mass also 

has a strong influence on reducing the overall transportation system mass.     

The transportation masses for both the largest and the smallest moons of Uranus and Neptune were 

investigated.  At both Uranus and Neptune, the smaller moons near the planet had the lowest transportation mass.  

While this is an important result, it is also critically important to address the need for additional gravity for 

processing of fuels and propellants.  Centrifuges (or other equally effective technologies) to separate the water ice 

and rocky feed stocks from the outer planet moon’s surface will likely be needed.   

  The overall architecture masses were estimated for a range of replacement schedules.  The use of artificial 

gravity space bases or centrifuges on the moon bases will very likely be required.  The low gravity of the outer 

planet moons will not be sufficient to process the ISRU related materials and allow efficient production of OTV and 

lander propellants.  The masses of the robotic in-space bases with artificial gravity were in the range of 143 to 461 

MT.  These added space base masses does not significantly increase the overall architecture masses, and they truly 

make the architecture more viable than one without artificial gravity.   

Further optimizations and creative usage of propulsion technologies will likely lead to great improvements 

in the transportation systems and reduce its cost and mass.  The exploration of the outer planets and their ultimate 

use in powering future fusion powered space vehicles will allow unlimited options for solar system exploration, and 

ultimately, flights to the stars.    

  



Appendix A-1: NEP OTV and Moon Lander Data – Mass, Trip Time, Number of Lander Cargo Flights 

101 MT payload and propulsion dry mass cases, 5,000 second Isp cases -  

Figure A-1-1: Initial mass - Miranda OTVs 

 

Figure A-1-2: Propellant mass - Miranda OTVs 

 

 



Figure A-1-3: Trip time - Miranda OTVs 

 

 

Figure A-1-4: Number of flights, 50 MT payloads - Miranda OTVs 

  



Figure A-1-5: Number of flights, 100 MT payloads – Miranda OTVs  

 

 

Figure A-1-6: Number of flights, 200 MT payloads – Miranda OTVs  

 

 

  



Figure A-1-7: Initial mass - Titania OTVs 

 

 

Figure A-1-8: Propellant mass - Titania OTVs 

 

 

 



Figure A-1-9: Trip time - Titania OTVs 

 

 

Figure A-1-10: Number of flights, 50 MT payloads – Titania OTVs  

 

  



Figure A-1-11: Number of flights, 100 MT payloads – Titania OTVs  

 

 

Figure A-1-12: Number of flights, 200 MT payloads – Titania OTVs  

  



Figure A-1-13: Initial mass - Thalassa OTVs 

 

 

Figure A-1-14: Propellant mass - Thalassa OTVs 

 

 



Figure A-1-15: Trip time - Thalassa OTVs 

 

 

Figure A-1-16: Number of flights, 50 MT payloads – Thalassa OTVs  

 

 

 



Figure A-1-17: Number of flights, 100 MT payloads – Thalassa OTVs  

 

 

Figure A-1-18: Number of flights, 200 MT payloads – Thalassa OTVs  

 



Figure A-1-19: Initial mass - Triton OTVs 

 

 

Figure A-1-20: Propellant mass - Triton OTVs 

 

 



Figure A-1-21: Trip time - Triton OTVs 

 

Figure A-1-22: Number of flights, 50 MT payloads – Triton OTVs  

 

  



Figure A-1-23: Number of flights, 100 MT payloads – Triton OTVs  

 

 

Figure A-1-24: Number of flights, 200 MT payloads – Triton OTVs  

  



Appendix A-2: AMOSS lander initial mass and propellant masses – for moon basing 

Figure A-2-1: Initial mass – Miranda lander 

 

 

Figure A-2-2: Propellant mass – Miranda lander 

 

Figure A-2-3: Initial mass – Titania lander 



 

 

Figure A-2-4: Propellant mass – Titania lander 

  



Figure A-2-5: Initial mass – Thalassa lander 

 

 

Figure A-2-6: Propellant mass – Thalassa lander 

  



Figure A-2-7: Initial mass – Triton lander 

 

 

Figure A-2-8: Propellant mass – Triton lander 

  



Appendix B – Escape delta-V Values, one-way 

 

 

Figure B-1. Uranus’ Moons - Escape delta-V (one way) 

 

 

Figure B-2. Neptune’s Moons - Escape delta-V (one way) 



Appendix C – Space Base Mass Estimates (based extrapolations of data in Refs. 37 and 38) 
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